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Mercedes-Benz Classic Online Parts Search

Mercedes-Benz Classic continually produces parts for classic vehicle series, in order to ensure the long-term

availability of a full range of such parts. As a result, some 50,000 genuine parts are always available. To render

the availability of these genuine parts transparent to everyone, the Classic Online Parts Search has been

established as a swift and simple means of presenting the availability of parts with their valid prices in Germany,

promotion parts and newly produced parts in a clearly arranged manner. Once the user has found the part they

are looking for, it can be ordered from any authorised Mercedes-Benz service partner, as the Group‘s own sales

and logistics network guarantees the swift supply of a comprehensive scope of parts worldwide. Take a look for

yourself: www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts

Mercedes-Benz Classic

Online-Teilesuche

Part of the month October: Regulating switch for dashboard lights for model series

W110 and W111/112

The part of the month is only one part of many, which are permanently reproduced by Mercedes-Benz

Classic, as the all-encompassing and long-term supply of parts for all classics has top priority for us.

Our corporate sales and logistics network guarantees the supply with our genuine Classic parts for

your car anywhere in the world and thus they can be ordered from any authorized Mercedes-Benz

dealer. Information about availability and prices can be found on our online parts search

www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts which is updated regularly. There you can also make

selections as for reproduced or promotion parts.

A0005420325 

A0005421025 

Mercedes-Benz Classic Calendar 2020: Treasures in the “Holy Halls” and “Legend” rooms

Automotive treasures in the Mercedes-Benz Museum and other collectors’ vehicles in the “Holy Halls”

will be impressively showcased next year in the Mercedes-Benz Classic Calendar 2020. Titled “One

year of Classic Dream Cars”, the calendar includes twelve thrilling shots. The new Classic Calendar

costs 29.90 euros and can now be preordered online from the Mercedes-Benz Classic Store

(https://www.mercedes-benz-classic-store.com/en/literature-media/print-

media/calendar/1641/mercedes-benz-classic-calendar-2020?c=168).

Further information: http://mb4.me/tV2GgBML

Mercedes-Benz        

Classic Calendar 2020

Stories of the G: G-Class special exhibition at the Mercedes-Benz Museum

The Mercedes-Benz G-Class is at home all around the world – on every terrain, on and off-road. This

year, the popular, classic cross-country vehicle is celebrating its 40th birthday, and the

Mercedes-Benz Museum is hosting an extensive “G-Schichten” (G stories) special exhibition. It will be

open from 18 October 2019 and, with eleven vehicles and countless further exhibits, tells colourful

stories of the brand’s oldest serving model series.

Further information: http://mb4.me/mXe7VdWbMercedes-Benz 240 GD 

of the 460 model series

70th birthday of the DTM King: Mercedes-Benz racing driver Klaus Ludwig

Three DTM championship titles, three Le Mans victories, the 1998 FIA GT championship and countless

further triumphs: Klaus Ludwig is one of the most successful touring car and sports car racing drivers

ever. On 5 October 2019 the Mercedes-Benz racing driver will be celebrating his 70th birthday. For ten

years “King Ludwig”, his honorary title amongst his fans, has been working as a brand ambassador for

Mercedes-Benz Classic.

Further information: http://mb4.me/V5BLG2BnRacing driver Klaus Ludwig

http://www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts
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125 Years of Motorsports with Mercedes-Benz – Newsletter Issue 7

Open to alternatives since 1894: an innovative force and an open mind towards what is new have

formed part of Mercedes-Benz's motorsports history from the outset. History's first ever automotive

competition 125 years ago was already a battle of drive systems. Back then, vehicles featuring Daimler

combustion engines prevailed against their steam-powered counterparts that had been dominating up

to this point. In the 21st century, the brand with the star is celebrating five consecutive double world

championship titles in Formula 1 with hybrid engines. At the end of 2019, the brand will also launch in

Formula E. Further information: http://mb4.me/W1tBF1le

Nice Racing Week, 

4 to 11 April 1902

G-Class special exhibition launches with weekend programme

The new special exhibition at the Mercedes-Benz Museum entitled “G-Schichten” (G stories) celebrates

40 years of the G-Class and will be recounting the history of the G with eleven vehicles and further

exhibits between 18 October 2019 and 19 April 2020. Throughout the opening weekend on both 19

and 20 October further special G-Class vehicles will be on show inside and outside the museum,

including a G from Porsche Museum’s collection. Also, there will be an art project for children involving

an actual G-Class.

Further information: http://mb4.me/LRn65yYK

G-Class special exhibition

Mercedes-Benz Concert Summer 2020 pre-sales start on 17 October 2019

The fourth Mercedes-Benz Concert Summer will take place between 9 and 12 July 2020 at the

Mercedes-Benz Museum. Concert highlights include rap star Sido (Sunday, 12 July), band Wanda

(Saturday, 11 July) and two more acts that will be announced shortly. Ticket pre-sales launch on 17

October 2019 at 11 a.m. at www.konzertsommer.com and at all booking agencies. On 12 July 2020

the museum will once again be hosting the popular children’s and family day.

Further information: http://mb4.me/0yBqrJRfRap star Sido

First interactive guided tour is starting via Instagram story on 21 October 2019

Mercedes-Benz classic cars are also popular in social media. Over a million people follow the official

channel of the Mercedes-Benz Museum on Instagram: @mercedesbenzmuseum. This is why the

Mercedes-Benz Museum is now offering, in addition to the regular guided tours through the permanent

exhibition, a virtual guided tour on Instagram.

Further information: http://mb4.me/E3um1G1W
Museum guide

Pádraic Ó Leanacháin

Presented for the first time in book format: The Mercedes-Benz treasure chambers

The “Holy Halls”: This is the home of the spectacular Mercedes-Benz vehicle collection. The book

entitled “Holy Halls. The Secret Car Collection of Mercedes-Benz” offers breathtaking views and

insights: with well-researched texts and brilliant photos, it is not only an exciting ramble through the

brand’s treasure troves, in addition, 50 selected vehicles tell their own very special stories.

Further information: http://mb4.me/hL6MSLag

Mercedes-Benz C 111
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Alvaro Soler is the third act of Mercedes-Benz Concert Summer 2020

“La Libertad”, “Sofia” and “El Mismo Sol”: these are just three of the big hits by Alvaro Soler. The

Spanish-German pop singer has already scooped up more than 30 gold, platinum and diamond

awards. His songs have been streamed almost 390 million times on Spotify alone, and his YouTube

channel is followed by more than 1.7 million fans each day. He is sure to inspire those in attendance

on Friday, 10 July 2020 at the Mercedes-Benz Museum once again.

Further information: http://mb4.me/u8UF9HwFAlvaro Soler

Four gold awards for Mercedes-Benz at “Auto Bild Klassik” readers’ awards

Mercedes-Benz received the “Goldener Klassiker” (golden classic) award no less than four times on 29

October 2019: Readers of the “Auto Bild Klassik” magazine voted the S-Class series 126, introduced

in 1979, in the saloon category, the series R 129 SL, presented in 1989, in the cabriolet and roadster

category, and the G-Class, which has been rolling off the production line for the past 40 years, in the

cross-country vehicle category, as their favourites. The fourth award in the “Discovery of the year”

category went to the spectacular barn find in Florida that uncovered a 1954 300 SL “Gullwing”

(W 198). Further information: http://mb4.me/NEANEzQS

Mercedes-Benz 300 SL 

“Gullwing” 

original barn find

Part of the month November: Turn signal lamps for 300 SL (W198) in yellow ECE- and

white export-execution
The part of the month is only one part of many, which are permanently reproduced by Mercedes-Benz

Classic, as the all-encompassing and long-term supply of parts for all classics has top priority for us.

Our corporate sales and logistics network guarantees the supply with our genuine Classic parts for

your car anywhere in the world and thus they can be ordered from any authorized Mercedes-Benz

dealer. Information about availability and prices can be found on our online parts search

www.mercedes-benz.com/classic-parts which is updated regularly. There you can also make

selections as for reproduced or promotion parts.

A0005440530 (ECE yelllow) 

A0005440430 (Export white)

Cannstatter Hütte at the Mercedes-Benz Museum opens on 19 November 2019

Since winter 2013/14, the Cannstatter Hütte at the Mercedes-Benz Museum has been delighting

guests with its rustic charm. From 19 November 2019 to 19 January 2020, V & K Tailor Made Catering

GmbH, the operator of the catering services at the museum, will be continuing this recipe for success.

Whilst the building itself and the interior design depict an Alpine scene, the menu offers various

Swabian specialities. The selection ranges from cheese noodles and Swabian creamy flatbread to fried

winter sausage with regional cabbage or lentils with noodles and frankfurter sausage.

Further information: http://mb4.me/w71V7tM8

Cannstatter Hütte at the 

Mercedes-Benz Museum

H licence plate number for Mercedes-Benz classics 2020

Models with a greatly differing performance range and a motorsport homologation model: the

spectrum of vehicles by Mercedes-Benz that premiered in 1990 is broad. The cars of these types

registered for the first time in that same year can receive a classic car assessment in 2020. After this

their registration in Germany with the renowned H licence plate number will be possible.

Further information: http://mb4.me/YyyJOypU
Mercedes-Benz 190 E 1.8 

(W 201)

http://mb4.me/u8UF9HwF
http://mb4.me/NEANEzQS
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125 Years of Mercedes-Benz Motorsport – Newsletter Issue 8

Lewis Hamilton, Mika Häkkinen, Juan Manuel Fangio, Rudolf Caracciola and many more besides:

Mercedes-Benz racing drivers are celebrated as heroes in the history of motor racing by their fans.

Their victories range from the latest double in the 2019 Formula 1 World Championship back to the

birth of motorsport 125 years ago. Highlights include the Grand Prix Marathon 105 years ago as well

as long-distance classics on the circuit and challenging rallies. The brand’s successful rally drivers also

included Scotsman Andrew Cowan, who passed away on 15 October 2019 aged 82.

Further information: http://mb4.me/QZgxMSjs

Mika Häkkinen

Young talents play classical music at a high level

The first Konzertive was held in 2010 at the Mercedes-Benz Museum. Right from the outset, its aim

was to provide comprehensive support for talented people: young exceptional musicians are given a

stage for their high-class performances. At the same time, the event collects money to support other

young pupils, with admission and donations all going straight to the Stuttgart Music School’s

scholarship system. Since its premiere, the Konzertive has raised more than 100,000 euros.

Further information: http://mb4.me/3sAVc7JJ

“Konzertive” fundraising 

concert at the 

Mercedes-Benz Museum

The new executive segment: Mercedes-Benz 124 model series, introduced 35 years ago

As modern as it was 35 years ago: this is the Mercedes-Benz 124 model series. On 26 November

1984 the brand from Stuttgart initially introduced the new saloons (W 124) in Seville (Spain). They

were introduced to the market in December of the same year. Its premiere was, at that time, an

unprecedented technological leap in engine and body development in the upper executive segment of

Mercedes-Benz. Later the estate (1985, S 124), coupé (1987, C 124), saloon with a long wheelbase

(1989, V 124), cabriolet (1991, A 124) and chassis for special bodies were to follow.

Further information: http://mb4.me/fZeQi1yk

Body variants of the 

Mercedes-Benz                            

124 model series

Resounding success: Mercedes-Benz O 321 H/HL bus (1954 to 1964)

Its impressive overall design concept made the Mercedes-Benz O 321 H/HL bus ─ which was

unveiled 65 years ago ─ a resounding success. And the production figures provide solid proof of this:

from October 1954 until December 1964, what was then Daimler-Benz AG manufactured a total of

18,083 buses, chassis and ckd parts kits for the O 321 H/HL (“ckd” stands for “completely knocked

down”; parts kits for assembly in export countries). The competition ─ particularly in Europe ─

simply could not keep pace. The O 321 H/HL also ultimately turned Mercedes-Benz into a leading bus

manufacturing company. Further information: http://mb4.me/Danc64i4

Mercedes-Benz O 321 HL 

(1957 to 1964)

125 Years of Mercedes-Benz Motorsport – Newsletter Issue 9

Mercedes-Benz celebrated the great “125 Years of Motorsport” anniversary in 2019. This brilliant year

is ending with amazing moments: the Silver Arrows are at the top of the teams’ standings in their

debut year in Formula E and Mercedes-AMG PETRONAS is celebrating the 6th World Championship

double in a row at the end of the Formula 1 season. The memory of the time of the SLC Coupé from

the C 107 model series with its victories in long-distance rallies four decades ago is particularly strong.

Further information: https://media.daimler.com/marsMediaSite/ko/en/45162837
Racing debut in Formula E 

with the Mercedes-Benz 

EQ Silver Arrow 01
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Dear Club Presidents, dear Club Editors!

With great curiosity we look to the coming year and let the past review. We would like to say a big

thank you for the excellent and trusting cooperation. We are already looking forward to make the new

year successful together with you. For the upcoming New Year, we wish you and your family

contemplative, relaxing days full of happy moments, health, happiness and success.

Your Mercedes-Benz Classic Club ManagementHappy holidays and a 

successful New Year 


